In Fig 2 we visually inspect the situation of how the position of papers is related to their performance shortly (2 years) after publication (b), and within a twenty year timespan (c). Here we provide more detailed information on a few example papers.
(a) Section of the BC network as in Fig 2b. Node size is the short time annual citation rate after two years. (b) If one identifies the nearest neighbours (visible nodes) of a marked paper in the upper right cluster (marked with arrow), it is clear that it is linked to papers predominantly in the same cluster. (c) The same is true for papers in other clusters; neighbours of a paper in the lower left cluster are made visible. They all belong to the same cluster as the marked node. (d) Many papers located between clusters link to papers in the two big clusters. These are bridging papers. Note that not all papers that appear between clusters are bridging papers.
Dependence on other network measures
An obvious candidate measure for interdisciplinarity is the weighted betweenness. In Figs Ba and Bb we show the scatterplot for the twenty year citations, C 20 i , versus betweenness, B i , in the same style as in Figs 3c and 3e. For completeness, we also show the corresponding plots for the closeness, K i , and the length of reference list, L i , in Figs Bc and Bd, and Be and Bf, respectively.
Regression analysis
In the regression analysis we use the degree, PACS entropy, I i , the reference list length, L i , the closeness centrality, K i , betweenness, B i , and distance, D i , as dependent and the twenty year citation rate, C 20 i , as the response variable. Each observation is one paper. First, with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov test we inquire whether to take these variables on a linear or a logarithmic scale (to be closer to a normal distribution). A bivariate linear regression model is then fitted between the response and each dependent variable. Finally, each model receives an additional adjustment term with the reference list length, L i , to assess the extent to which this variable might confound the observed correlations (length-adjusted model). Table A shows the results of the regression analysis performed on the 8673 papers in 1991. For results that involve the PACS entropy, I i , we considered only those 2491 papers for which enough PACS information was available. For each of the dependent variables (degree, entropy, I i , reference list length, L i , closeness, K i , betweenness, B i , distance, D i ) we report estimates of the coefficients in a linear bivariate regression on the response variable C 20 i in the column labeled "bivariate". We then show how these coefficients change after adjusting for the length of the reference list, column "length-adjusted". For completeness, we also show results for regressing the two year, C 2 i , and ten year, C 10 i , citation rates on C 20 i . Table A shows the regression results for the author-level analysis. There we consider two adjustment steps, namely (i) the average length of the reference lists of an author's papers, and (ii) the total number of publications. Table A . Results of the linear regression analysis for the bivariate and the length-adjusted model. We report estimates together with their standard deviations (SD, numbers in brackets) and p-values against the null hypothesis that the true coefficient value is zero. Variables marked with * were taken on a logarithmic scale.
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